
DEPARTMENTOF POSTS, INDIA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF POSTMASTER GEr~ERAL,W.B.CIRCLE,

KOLKATA - 700012

No. SFA/M-12/ASU01/1010 Dated at Kol-12 the ~ 107/2015
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~ hislher Service Book. Moreover, if any disciplinarylvigilance case is pending or
punishment is current against the official, hel she should not be relieved and detailed
report in this matter should be submitted tC'ft)is office. . '" ..~~.~

(N. C. Das)
, ADPS (Staff)
0/0 the Chief Postmaster General

West Benqal Circle, Kolkata-700012

Approval of the Chief Postmaster General, West Bengal Circle, Kolkata -700012 is
hereby conveyed to the inter- circle transfer of Sri Sunil Kumar Singh, PA (SBCO), Asansol
H.O., West Bengal Circle to Bihar Circle against the respective quota of vacancy (OC) in PA
(outsider) cadre under Rule-38 of P&T Manual Vol-IV subject to the following conditions:

1. That the seniority of the official on JoIning in new unit will.be determined in accordance
with the provisions of Rule- 38 of P&T Manual Vol. IV. .

2. That hel she will not claim any TA/ T.P. .
3. That hel stm will not claim for repatriation to his/her parent unit within the prescribed

- time limit.
4. That the option exercised once by the official is final.
5. That hel she will not claim repatriation to hisl her parent uniU transfer to any other unit

in entire service life.--

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:--J) The Chief'?ostmaster G~'lral, Bihar Circle, Patna- 8000.01w.r.to letterno. Staff/ SBCOI Rule-
38/04/2012 dtd. 12-06}'. Posting order may kindly be issued in favour of lhe above official
under an intimation to nis office. . .

2) The PMG, South engal Region; Kolkata- 700012 w.r.to letter no. PMG (S8)1 SFEI Ruje-
38/19/2010 dtd. 1-01-11 for information towards issue of reliovinq order of the official.

3) The SSPOs, sansol On, Asansol- 713301 w.r.to proforma r.l9plication ot ihe official dtd. 28-
09-2010. H is requested to issue relieving order in Javotii of the above official from his end
after issui 9 posting order from the concerned circle under ail intimation to this office> .
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5) The SIS, FA, C.O., Kol- 700012
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